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Introduction 
 
We have completed our immunogenicity analysis of the 12 antibody variable domains and two constant 
domains provided by Company. We have designated this analysis as project Company-01. Using the 
EpiMatrix system, we have evaluated the amino acid sequences of the various Company heavy and light 
chain variable domain antibody sequences, paired as indicated by Company, and produced an EpiMatrix 
protein score for each. In addition, we have predicted anti-drug antibody (ADA) responses for each paired 
heavy and light chain sequence. On the following pages, we present the results of our analysis. A 
transcription of the input sequences is presented below in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Overview of Input Sequences 

Input 
Sequence 

Sequences [scrambled] 

HC_A 
VKRLLRSEKADAFWWGQSRLQESAKNTVYYSGNGVVNTTKGDRDDFSSNTWIFYGLSRSYAGAG
FEFLGLRWYTATVSSLPQVSTNAGIGSGTAQASGKQRVKSTMENDPCVHCVDLVYFL 

HC_B 
CVICHVFWKQGKSSNTQARRSDQGTNDEQVTLEVPFQTKFDVSANDWSLYSSKFRGGINTRWRW
TVEVLSGSTGVQYYSNRANLSSTVTLLRYYMSVVGGFGPLAAKSAGGGEDSFLLYAD 

HC_C 
LAWVMVTSSDGQGKLQPYVINISTSHGARALAWGLRFTLFEKSLRFYLVGQVYLEENFVFNDKY
SKDTWSYNPSDEWKVTTSNTNRSDQVGLTCSTQGGSVAKFCVSSSYAGAGDVGRRRR 

HC_D 
FLQASESTYGSLVGFVTAAYAWPIRRFTQSSRGRGKATCLYKRDLSWVMSSQGSSGGVSEAHAS
RCLVGYIALLQTLAGNDYDNLDWVESSGVKGVGTRNGWFYNTDTQDTNFVPKFNEKK 

HC_E 
RSTDSWDLELSAGWQGGVYKETNVAPWLLYVEGFAVTFRSEYAWNGNRLKSDTGVVIFTGGNNL
DCYNVKKQQHQYQTVIMKPVSAFFVADTGNSGSRSSSLSSTARGYCGLRRFDTLQVS 

HC_F 
QDIARSDTTVFWRVQVLNEVKGSALKGLHWVFQKLTFTTTWVSFYGAPDYSMERSLGGTAASSG
PESYAVESQPRTLLFYLIGKWSSGSGNRRGDRNNVSFNVKALCTYNDVCDGSGQVYK 

LC_A 
LYQSLIYGTQWFSQVICTSSKINGHRSTPLPFKYQDPYIMGGGTYQIPETLLENTLDQAKSQSS
VVGPRSGSFNRFARFCLVVVSLGDLEPKGSVGRTGSTLESNPGIDHSV 

LC_B 
GFSETQYGCEAGSFRSSVEQTQRLDESPTLKPVPLMGFPSSSFRGVNVHITKKVLTGSDFGRLS
QTSIYGNIYDVSTVRNRSRLPPCLPGWLSLAGINQVSHIQDGVFTQYG 

LC_C 
SGGFVYSLRGVKGVVPSQSRDTYIGFLHPVGQRSTSIPKLSHLSPGQTGKYYTSILITNLSNNT
PLVFIADGLGVMSGQCSLDCSAFRFFGIETSNQVVERERPSQDQTEWP 

LC_D 
GGETATRLTKCSYNIGPQSSSSYLIPLHIQIRSYDERWLSLVVNSPYGLVVPSGVVDGSPQQES
KSEQGLSMDGYFKIGTAQIFSGCGGLTVTTNVFPPFNQDLKTRLTHSF 

LC_E 
NPSGQTYVGFCNILSIAVSFIVTGMVDLQDGQSGRGFELPGLLQSTFVNYGLTQAKILVHSGSC
SYTTKSVPNSRYTDSEQHSKPSRLKGFGEWSVTGPLTQPPLRISIDYE 

LC_F 
IKGYACVGGRTPFLSYFTLPVFKQNDVTGQYIQSIVGTLLGIVDGSTNQSGQGSNKPIESFGTR
PVVSSYMEPHKACISTTEVPSTSSRYESRSLGLDSDGHNPLVLLQWQF 

IGG_HC 

EGPPQWPLPPDSVLFALKAQYDSKTELAPATESINVSNVLSSGGTSKYDKFSEVWNEVNATAGN
QVKPVETSTTVWCLSEIIVKKVESRPGEYDTYVETVNAEYPHGSLSYCQRLVNPLKNYEPPVLP
VQKITLVPKTVSPTLPSAMANYQHKYFFVPSDAVHPKVHCRSFSGNPTVGVLSPDPGELSKKQG
KPGFTNNGDWTSELSSDGGRIPAGRMPLLHTSDVVEEPNYTSCKLQLQTVPKKVYYSVSCCHQN
EPSSSSTGCHSFCLPVTVKSSTLVTQDPHMHVKSWDFTRGKLLLAGSFPKDKNTCKVFVKSALK
VPESVKSKTT 

IGG_LC 
SVASNDEDVHCSQFSKPVTPIFLSYGNPTAKWLPVNVTLKLEKGCDQKYDSSRQRTEGSKCPSA
KLSGQSQAYNATVSSVLNVRHTEELADFVTESSVLEYFKASTQ 
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Evaluation of Immunogenic Potentials 
 
Approach. To complete our analysis, we parsed the input sequences into overlapping 9-mer frames and 
evaluated each frame with respect to a panel of eight common Class II alleles. These alleles are “super-
types”. Each one is functionally equivalent to, or nearly equivalent to, many additional “family member” 
alleles. Taken collectively, these eight super-type alleles, along with their respective family members, 
“cover” well over 98% of the human population.1 Each frame-by-allele “assessment” is a statement about 
predicted HLA binding affinity. EpiMatrix assessment scores range from approximately -3 to +3 and are 
normally distributed. EpiMatrix assessment scores above 1.64 are defined as “hits”; that is to say, 
potentially immunogenic and worthy of further consideration. In general, we expect about 5% of all 
assessments to score above 1.64. These peptides have a significant chance of binding to HLA molecules 
with moderate to high affinity and, therefore, have a significant chance of being presented on the surface 
of APCs such as dendritic cells or macrophages where they may be interrogated by passing T cells.    
 
All other factors being equal, the more HLA ligands (i.e. EpiMatrix hits) contained in a given protein, the 
more likely that protein is to induce an immune response. To capture this concept, we have developed an 
EpiMatrix Protein Score. The EpiMatrix Protein Score is the difference between the number of predicted T 
cell epitopes we would expect to find in a protein of a given size and the number of putative epitopes 
predicted by the EpiMatrix System. The EpiMatrix Protein Score is correlated with observed 
immunogenicity. EpiMatrix Protein Scores are “normalized” and can be plotted on a standardized scale. 
 
Adjusting for the Presence of Regulatory T cell Epitopes. Antibodies are unique proteins in that the 
amino acid sequences of their variable domains, especially their Complementarity Determining Regions 
(CDRs), can vary to an extraordinary extent. It is this variability that allows antibodies to recognize a wide 
variety of antigens. However, this flexibility comes with a price. The recombination and mutation events 
that control antibody maturation can also produce new or neo- T cell epitopes. These neo-epitopes can 
appear to be “foreign” to circulating T cells. The presence of neo-epitopes in antibody sequences can 
lead to the formation of a human-anti-human antibody response; the so-called HAHA response.  
 
Regulatory T cells play an important role in suppressing immune responses to fully human proteins in the 
periphery, including those containing neo-epitopes within mutated and/or highly variable sequences such 
as antibody CDRs. Regulatory T cells are engaged and activated by regulatory T cell epitopes. We 
believe the inherent risk associated with the presence of neo-epitopes in antibody sequences is balanced 
by the presence of naturally occurring regulatory T cell epitopes.  
 
By screening the sequences of many human antibody isolates, we have identified several highly 
conserved HLA ligands which we believe have a regulatory potential. Experimental evidence suggests 
many of these peptides are, in fact, actively tolerogenic in most subjects. We refer to these highly 
conserved fragments as Tregitopes. The Tregitope observation has been published in Blood2 and many 
candidate Tregitopes are patent pending3. In many cases, the immunogenic potential of neo-epitopes 
contained in humanized antibodies can be effectively controlled in the presence of significant numbers of 
Tregitopes. For the purposes of antibody immunogenicity analysis, we have developed a Tregitope-
adjusted EpiMatrix Score and corresponding prediction of anti-therapeutic antibody response. To 
calculate the Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Score, we deduct the scores of the Tregitopes from the 

                                                 
1Southwood S, Sidney J, Kondo A, del Guercio MF, Appella E, Hoffman S, Kubo RT, Chesnut RW, Grey HM, Sette A. Several 

common HLA-DR types share largely overlapping peptide binding repertoires. J Immunol. 1998 Apr 1;160(7):3363-73. 
2 De Groot AS, Moise L, McMurry JA, Wambre Er k, Van Overvelt L, Moingeon P, Scott DW, Martin WD. Activation of Natural 

Regulatory T cells by IgG Fc-derived Peptide “Tregitopes”. Blood, 2008,112:3303. 
3 It is important to note that EpiVax has proprietary claims related to the deliberate modification of amino acid sequences to include 

Tregitopes. See US Patent 7,884,184 B2 
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EpiMatrix Protein Score. In our experience, Tregitope adjusted scores are well correlated with observed 
clinical immune response.4 

As shown in Table 2, we analyzed the individual antibody chains provided by Company to calculate a 
score for each sequence. The Company variable heavy and light chains have Tregitope-adjusted 
EpiMatrix protein scores that fall between 6.29 and 48.40. These scores are high compared to 
antibody variable chains that are known to be non-immunogenic, indicating a high probability of 
ADA response. 
 
Table 2. Overall Immunogenic Potential of Variable Antibody Sequences 

Protein Sequence Length 
EpiMatrix 

Hits 
EpiMatrix 

Score 
tReg Adjusted 

EpiMatrix Score 

HC_A 121 59 29.87 23.54 

HC_B 121 67 47.81 41.49 

HC_C 121 70 54.73 48.4 

HC_D 121 54 18.96 12.64 

HC_E 121 68 49.91 43.58 

HC_F 121 63 37.78 31.45 

LC_A 112 54 18.2 13 

LC_B 112 53 14.13 8.92 

LC_C 112 54 17.63 12.42 

LC_D 112 52 14.15 8.94 

LC_E 112 52 13.53 8.32 

LC_F 112 51 11.49 6.29 
 
Evaluating Antibody Candidates. At EpiVax, we have developed specialized methods for evaluating the 
immunogenic potential of antibodies. These involve separating the variable domains from the constant 
domains and analyzing the heavy and light variable domains as if they were two parts of a single protein. 
After adjusting for the presence of Tregitopes, the EpiMatrix Protein Scores of antibody variable domains 
tend to run low. The average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein Score of 22 licensed antibodies is  
-20.71. Of course not all antibodies are created equal. Some contain many Tregitopes while others 
contain few or none at all. The average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein Score of 10 antibodies 
known to induce anti-therapeutic antibodies in more than 5% of exposed subjects is -4.77. The average 
Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein score of 12 antibodies known to induce anti-therapeutic antibodies 
in less than 5% of exposed subjects is -34.01. As you can see, the presence of significant numbers of 
Tregitopes correlates well with low observed immunogenicity. Considering all of the antibodies in our 
sample, the coefficient of correlation between Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Score and observed 
immunogenicity is 0.76 (see Figure 1 on the following page).   

It is interesting to note the apparent contradiction between the relatively low Tregitope-adjusted average 
score of immunogenic antibodies (-4.77) and the relatively high incidence of observed anti-therapeutic 
immune response. We suggest that neo-epitopes contained in the CDR regions of antibodies are 
significant risk factors even in otherwise low scoring antibodies. As suggested above, we believe the high 
risk associated with antibody CDRs is probably the evolutionary driver behind the development and 
retention of Tregitopes within the human antibody germline. 

                                                 
4

 De Groot AS and Martin WD. Reducing Risk, Improving Outcomes: Bioengineering less immunogenic protein therapeutics. Clinical 
Immunology (2009) 131: 189-201. 
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Figure 1: Polynomial Regression used to Predict Immunogenicity of an Antibody. 

 

Figure 1. Twenty-two licensed antibodies that make up the polynomial regression used for predicting T-dependent 
HAHA responses.  

 
Balancing Effector and Regulatory Content. In evaluating the immunogenic potential of antibody 
sequences, we find it useful to characterize those antibodies according to two separate criteria, namely 
Tregitope content and effector or neo-epitope content. With immunogenicity rates frequently exceeding 
10%, antibodies with high neo-epitope content and low Tregitope content tend to be the most 
immunogenic. Many chimeric antibodies, such as Rituxan and Remicade, fall into this category. 
Antibodies with low neo-epitope content and high Tregitope content are the least likely to be 
immunogenic. Antibodies with low neo-epitope content and low Tregitope content are also frequently non-
immunogenic. Antibodies with high neo-epitope content and high Tregitope content are the most difficult 
to characterize. In some cases the immunogenic potential of neo-epitopes contained in humanized 
antibodies can be effectively controlled in the presence of significant numbers of Tregitopes. However, in 
general, we expect antibodies in this category to be more immunogenic than antibodies with fewer neo-
epitopes and/or more Tregitopes. Anti-therapeutic antibody response rates in excess of 10% are possible. 
 
Modeling Anti-Therapeutic Immune Response. We have also developed a regression model to relate 
Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Scores to observed rates of anti-therapeutic antibody formation. The 
resulting equation can be used to predict the immunogenicity of any antibody whose amino acid 
sequence is known. 
 
Equation 1:  Predicted Immune Response =  
 0.0086*[Combined Heavy and Light Chain’s Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Score2] + 

0.6727*[Combined Heavy and Light Chain’s Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Score] + 13.32 
 
In developing this model, we used variable domain sequences from 22 licensed monoclonal antibody 
products. We expect human constant domains to be well tolerated by the human immune system and 
minimally variable. For these reasons the amino acid sequences of constant domains were omitted from 
our analysis. Combining the submitted heavy and light variable domains as indicated by Company 
results in Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Scores between 9.59 and 31.43. These are high scores 
indicating a significant risk for ADA response. Based on our regression model, we can estimate 
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that all Company antibodies will induce anti-therapeutic antibodies in between 20% and 43% of 
exposed subjects (+/-5%). 
 
Table 3 displays our findings with respect to categorized immune potentials. All 36 candidate antibodies 
fall in the low Tregitope, high neo-epitope quadrant, indicating a high probability of anti-
therapeutic immune response. Detailed results are presented in Table 4. In Figure 2 we present the 
expected immunogenic response to each of the submitted antibodies on our immunogenicity scale.  
 
Table 3. Categorized Immunogenic Potentials 

N
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Tregitope Content 

 High Low 

Lo
w

  
Avastin (0%) 

Herceptin (0%) 
 

Mylotarg (3%) 
Simulect (1%) 
Synagis (1%) 

H
ig

h 

Campath (45%) 

Remicade (26%) 
Rituxan (27%)  

All Company Antibodies (20-43%) 
 

Representative antibodies as categorized by Tregitope and neo-epitope content. Observed anti-therapeutic 
immune response (percent of exposed subjects who develop anti-therapeutic antibodies) is presented in 
parenthesis. For Company antibodies, these figures are predictions (+/- 5%) based on the polynomial regression 
described above. 
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Table 4. Overall Immunogenic Potential of Combined Antibodies 

Antibody 
Tregitope-Adjusted 

EpiMatrix Protein Score
Tregitope Content 

( <20 = Low ) 
Predicted 

Ab Response 
Observed 

Ab Response 

HC_D_VH – LC_F_VL 9.59 5.79 20.56 n.a. 

HC_D_VH - LC_E_VL 10.57 5.79 21.39 n.a. 

HC_D_VH - LC_B_VL 10.86 5.79 21.64 n.a. 

HC_D_VH - LC_D_VL 10.87 5.79 21.64 n.a. 

HC_D_VH - LC_C_VL 12.53 5.79 23.1 n.a. 

HC_D_VH - LC_A_VL 12.81 5.79 23.35 n.a. 

Remicade 14.4 2.48 24.79 26% 

HC_A_VH - LC_F_VL 15.27 5.79 25.6 n.a. 

HC_A_VH - LC_E_VL 16.25 5.79 26.52 n.a. 

HC_A_VH - LC_B_VL 16.54 5.79 26.79 n.a. 

HC_A_VH - LC_D_VL 16.54 5.79 26.8 n.a. 

HC_A_VH - LC_C_VL 18.21 5.79 28.42 n.a. 

HC_A_VH - LC_A_VL 18.49 5.79 28.7 n.a. 

HC_F_VH - LC_F_VL 19.39 5.79 29.6 n.a. 

HC_F_VH - LC_E_VL 20.36 5.79 30.59 n.a. 

HC_F_VH - LC_B_VL 20.65 5.79 30.88 n.a. 

HC_F_VH - LC_D_VL 20.66 5.79 30.89 n.a. 

HC_F_VH - LC_C_VL 22.33 5.79 32.63 n.a. 

Rituxan 22.53 0 32.84 27% 

HC_F_VH - LC_A_VL 22.61 5.79 32.92 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_F_VL 24.62 5.79 35.09 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_E_VL 25.59 5.79 36.17 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_F_VL 25.71 5.79 36.3 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_B_VL 25.88 5.79 36.49 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_D_VL 25.89 5.79 36.5 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_E_VL 26.68 5.79 37.39 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_B_VL 26.97 5.79 37.72 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_D_VL 26.98 5.79 37.73 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_C_VL 27.56 5.79 38.39 n.a. 

HC_B_VH - LC_A_VL 27.83 5.79 38.7 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_F_VL 28.22 5.79 39.15 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_C_VL 28.65 5.79 39.65 n.a. 

HC_E_VH - LC_A_VL 28.92 5.79 39.97 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_E_VL 29.19 5.79 40.28 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_B_VL 29.48 5.79 40.62 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_D_VL 29.49 5.79 40.64 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_C_VL 31.16 5.79 42.63 n.a. 

HC_C_VH - LC_A_VL 31.43 5.79 42.96 n.a. 
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Figure 2: EpiMatrix Protein Immunogenicity Scale: Antibody Candidates. 

 
Figure 2. EpiMatrix Antibody Immunogenicity Scale.
For antibodies, EpiMatrix Protein Immunogenicity Scores of higher than -10 are considered to be potentially
immunogenic. The average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein Score of 10 antibodies known to induce anti-
therapeutic antibodies in more than 5% of exposed subjects is -4.77. The average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix
Protein score of 12 antibodies known to induce anti-therapeutic antibodies in less than 5% of exposed subjects is
 -34.01.We have included several well-known monoclonal antibodies on the left side of the scale for reference. 
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Evaluating Constant Domains. We know that the CH and CL domains analyzed here are fully human 
and highly conserved. We have observed that circulating human proteins tend to carry fewer T cell 
epitopes than we would expect to find in random sequences of similar length.5 We believe that over 
evolutionary time scales the human body tends to shed T cell epitopes that have the potential to induce 
autoimmune responses but provide no affirmative benefit. And so, we anticipate that the constant 
domains of human antibodies will carry fewer putative T cell epitopes than we would expect to find by 
chance alone. We also expect T cells recognizing the epitopes remaining within these sequences to have 
been deleted or rendered either anergic or tolerogenic during thymic selection. We know from experience 
that several of the epitope clusters found in fully human constant domains are Tregitopes. In other words, 
the T cells recognizing these epitopes have, as expected, been rendered tolerogenic before being 
released into the periphery. 
 
Using the EpiMatrix system, we screened each of the constant domain sequences submitted by 
Company for the presence of putative T cell epitopes. For the IgG HC sequence we performed 2,576 
frame-by-allele assessments and found 130 EpiMatrix hits. The IgG HC contains known regulatory T cell 
epitopes. The Tregitope-adjusted protein score of the IgG HC sequence is -34.92. For the IgG LC 
sequence, we performed 792 frame-by-allele assessments and found 35 EpiMatrix hits. The IgG LC 
contains known regulatory T cell epitopes. The Tregitope-adjusted protein score of the IgG LC domain is -
36.10. And so, as expected, these sequences contain significantly fewer putative T cell epitopes than we 
would expect to find in an “average” or randomly generated protein sequence of similar length. The 
Tregitope-adjusted protein scores of the submitted IgG1 HC and IgG1 LC sequences fall on the 
lower portion of our immunogenicity scale and indicate a minimal potential for immunogenicity. 

 
Table 5. Overall Immunogenic Potential of Constant Domain Sequences 

Protein Sequence Length 
EpiMatrix 

Hits 
EpiMatrix 

Score 
tReg Adjusted 

EpiMatrix Score 

IGG_HC 330 130 -13.38 -34.92 

IGG_LC 107 35 -22.29 -36.10 

 
Summary and Recommendations 
 
We applied the EpiMatrix system to assess the immunogenic potential of the Company antibodies. We 
have evaluated the heavy and light chain pairs together using our standard methods for evaluating 
antibody sequences. We can calculate an overall immunogenicity score for the Company antibodies by 
summing the Z-scores of all the EpiMatrix “hits” contained within the antibody sequences and then 
subtracting the scores we would expect to find in a randomly generated protein sequence of similar 
length. EpiMatrix Protein Scores represent a deviation from our expectation. An “average” protein scores 
a zero on our immunogenicity scale. By contrast, the average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein Score 
of 22 licensed monoclonal antibodies is -20.71. Within this set, the 10 antibodies known to induce anti-
therapeutic antibodies in more than 5% of exposed subjects have an average Tregitope-adjusted score of 
-4.77, whereas the average Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Protein score of 12 antibodies known to induce 
anti-therapeutic antibodies in less than 5% of exposed subjects is -34.01. We can use a regression model 
trained on immunogenicity data related to this set of licensed monoclonal antibodies to estimate anti-
therapeutic antibody response to novel sequences.  
 

                                                 
5 De Groot AS, Goldberg M, Moise L, Martin W. Evolutionary deimmunization: an ancillary mechanism for self-tolerance? Cell 

Immunol. 2006 Dec;244(2):148-53. Epub 2007 Apr 18. 
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Pairing the heavy and light chain sequences as submitted by Company results in the formation of 36 
candidate antibodies with Tregitope-adjusted EpiMatrix Scores ranging between 9.59 and 31.43. All 36 of 
the antibodies analyzed here contain low numbers of Tregitopes and high numbers of putative 
effector epitopes, indicating a high potential for immunogenicity. Considering our analysis as a 
whole, we would expect the complete Company antibodies to induce anti-therapeutic antibody 
response in between 20% and 43% of exposed subjects. 
 
This assessment does not consider extrinsic factors such as dose, route, purity, aggregation, and most 
importantly antibody target/function, which can also affect immune response. In some cases, immune 
response induced by T-independent means can “spread”, activating epitope-specific T cells which would 
be either anergic or even actively tolerogenic under normal circumstances. 
 
In the case of antibodies that are predicted to be immunogenic, such as the antibodies analyzed here, we 
recommend an in-depth analysis called PreDeFT (Pre-Deimmunization of a Functional Therapeutic). 
Within our PreDeFT report, “hot spots” containing unusually high numbers of putative HLA ligands, called 
T cell epitope clusters, are identified, and strategies for deimmunization and/or tolerance induction are 
developed. Factors considered in such an analysis include the existence of published information related 
to each T cell epitope cluster, along with its conservation among human antibody germline sequences 
and natural isolates, as well as the larger human genome. PreDeFT analyses of one or more sequences 
of interest are often requested after an initial screen and can be completed on a fee for service basis. 
 
PreDeFT analysis may be followed by a deimmunization program targeting the epitope clusters identified 
within the target antibody. In a collaborative DeFT (Deimmunization of a Functional Therapeutic) 
program, putative effector epitopes could be removed through selective amino acid mutation and 
Tregitope homologues could be modified to match the sequences of known regulatory T cell epitopes (i.e. 
Tregitopes).6 EpiVax offers a comprehensive set of in-silico, in-vitro, and in-vivo immunogenicity 
assessment and deimmunization services. Should it become necessary or desirable, EpiVax would be 
happy to prepare a deimmunization proposal for Company. 
 
This completes our analysis of the submitted Company antibody sequences. We would be happy to 
review these findings with you via teleconference at your convenience. In the meantime, please feel free 
to call or write if you have any questions we can answer or if there is anything else we can do to assist in 
your research. 

 

   
 

William Martin, CIO     Annie De Groot, CEO 

                                                 
6

 It is important to note that EpiVax has proprietary claims related to the deliberate modification of amino acid sequences to include 
Tregitopes. See US Patent 7,884,184 B2. 


